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UofM Receives Pair of Medical Patents
The patents focus on the prevention of inflammation and on fluorescence microscopy.

Read Full Story

UofM Hosts Final Phase of NIST Tech Challenge
The FedEx Institute of Technology was the site of Phase 4 of the CommanDING Tech Challenge.

Read Full Story

Students Awarded NSF Research Fellowships
Two Biological Sciences students receive prestigious, nationally competitive NSF fellowships.

Read Full Story

NSF Research Experience Benefits Undergrads
New program for faculty to support student research; registration available on UofM InfoReady site.

Read Full Story

U.S. DOT Funds Water Research
Golias will lead research that provides data analytics support and investment for inland waterways.

Read Full Story

Dasgupta Receives Lifetime Research Award
Dr. Dipankar Dasgupta was presented with Arthur C. Graesser Lifetime Achievement in Research.

Read Full Story

Advancing Racially Equitable Policymaking
Research will apply critical lens to state policymaking around youth policies and outcomes.

Read Full Story

OPAM Coordinates Grant Support for Researchers
A joint initiative, the Office of Post-Award Management acts as a liaison and initial point of contact for PIs.

Read Full Story

CDC Continues to Fund Pichon's HIV Research
Research focuses on rapid testing and link to treatment and prevention among vulnerable populations in TN.

Read Full Story

DOD, DOI, DOJ, ED, NASA, NIH, NSF and USDA
Recently published federal agencies' funding opportunities outlining upcoming grants.

See Full List

Calendar of Events
May 2023
Events for Research Development, OSP, UMRF Research Park and the FedEx Institute of Technology.

See Full List

Research Awards April 2023